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Abstract

Boosting transitions of rare events is critical to modern-day simulations of complex dynamic systems. We present a novel approach to modify the potential energy surface in order to drive the system to a user-defined target distribution where the free energy barrier is lowered. The new approach, called targeted adversarial learning optimized sampling (TALOS), cross-fertilizes statistical mechanics and deep learning. By casting the enhanced sampling problem as a competing game between a real sampling engine and a virtual discriminator, TALOS enables unsupervised construction of bias potential on an arbitrary dimensional space and seeks for an optimal transport plan that transforms the system into target. Through multiple experiments we show that on-the-fly training of TALOS benefits from the state-of-art optimization techniques in deep learning, thus is efficient, robust and interpretable. TALOS can also simultaneously learn to extract good reaction coordinate from a high-dimensional space where bias potential is being constructed. Additionally, TALOS is shown to be closely related to reinforcement learning, giving rise to a new framework of manipulating Hamiltonian in order to fulfill user-specified tasks via deep learning.
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1 Introduction

Modern-day atomistic simulations have aided scientists to gain insights into some important chemical and biological processes. Despite of the progress, many dynamic events of interest, e.g. protein folding and ligand bindings, are embedded in a complex free-energy landscape where long-lived metastable states are separated by kinetic bottlenecks (i.e. free-energy barriers) which impede the transitions[1]. Therefore, timescales of these rare events are well out of the reach of brute-force simulations. Special-purpose hardware can partially ameliorate this issue but is still far from solving it[2]. To this end, much endeavour has been involved in development of enhanced sampling methods[3, 4, 5, 6] that allow investigating long-timescale properties of complex systems in an affordable computational time, overcoming kinetic bottlenecks, and exploring different metastable states.

Among the plethora of work on this topic, a large class of enhanced sampling methods aim at promoting the fluctuations of the slowly-changing collective variables (CVs) so as to favour transitions from one metastable state to another, including but not limited to umbrella sampling[7], metadynamics[8] and variationally enhanced sampling (VES)[9], and they differ with each other in how to choose CVs and how to construct the bias potential. Although a burst of recent work introduces machine learning to revolutionize the way of finding CVs[10, 11], the way to build bias potential has hardly benefited from machine learning community yet. The reason behind is that, it is non-trivial to define an optimizable target within the framework of most existing enhanced sampling methods in order to allow the hybridization with deep learning.

As a prominent exception, VES first introduces a target distribution over the chosen CVs, then optimizes a bias potential based on them to minimize the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between samples from the biased simulation and the target distribution[9]. However, since KL-divergence is not a continuous measure of the difference between two distributions[12], VES suffers from gradient vanishing or exploding issues when
the distributions seldom overlap. Besides, VES works only if the target distribution and bias potential are defined in the same CV space and lacks of flexibility. In this paper, we introduce TALOS as a novel solution to a more general problem: unsupervised manipulation of Hamiltonian in order to drive the system towards a user-defined target distribution without any above-mentioned limitations. TALOS hybridizes statistical mechanics with state-of-art deep unsupervised learning methods, and is closely connected to reinforcement learning. Therefore, it is applicable to a variety of applications in physics where inference or modification to the Hamiltonian is needed in order to fulfill user-specified tasks.

2 Methods

We first define a target distribution (see more details about target distribution in SI) over a space of descriptors (or order parameters), based on which we can draw target (e.g. via Monte Carlo) and calculate ensemble averages. We now formulate the enhanced sampling problem as a minimax game (similar to the key idea of generative adversarial learning proposed by Goodfellow et al.[13]) between a virtual discriminator ($D_w$) which maximally tells the difference between the target samples and produced ones, against a real sampler (e.g. MD engine) with a bias potential added to the Hamiltonian which aims to fool the virtual discriminator with produced samples (Fig. 1). The training ends when the Nash equilibrium of the game is reached.

Put it mathematically, given the Hamiltonian of the system $H(R)$ as a function of coordinates $R$, we can design a bias potential $V_\theta (R)$, with $\theta$ denoting the trainable parameters (see SI for more information about functional forms $V_\theta (R)$). Let $q(R)$ denote a space spanned by descriptors, based on which we define the target distribution $P_{\text{target}} = p(q)$, and draw MC samples accordingly. Note that $q(R)$ is only required to be a evaluable mapping from $R$ to $q$, but not necessarily differentiable. On the other hand, $P_\theta$ denotes the distribution over $q$ produced by the MD sampler running over $H(R) + V_\theta (R)$. The entire training process of TALOS is equivalent to solve the following minimax problem:

$$\min_{P_\theta} \max_{D_w \sim L_1} W(P_{\text{target}}, P_\theta) = \min_{V_\theta(R)} \max_{D_w \sim L_1} \left\{ E_{q \sim P_{\text{target}}} [D_w (q)] - E_{q \sim P_\theta} [D_w (q)] \right\} \tag{1}$$

where $W(P_{\text{target}}, P_\theta)$ is the Earth-Mover (EM) or Wasserstein-1 (W1) distance[14] (see SI for more information) telling the difference between the target and biased distributions; $D_w(q)$ belongs to the family of 1-Lipschitz ($L_1$) functions mapping the descriptor space $q$ to the real space $R$. EM distance can be interpreted intuitively as the "cost" of the optimal transport plan that transforms $P_\theta$ into $P_{\text{target}}$ by moving "mass" from $P_\theta$ to $P_{\text{target}}$. Note that unlike KL-divergence, EM distance is a continuous measure of divergence between two distributions (see SI for more information), and giving good gradient almost everywhere (especially when the two distributions seldomly overlap)[12]. However, the analytical form of $D_w$ is unknown, so we use a neural network, parametrized by $w$, to approximate it by minimizing the following loss function:

$$L (w) = \langle D_w (q(R))\rangle_{V_\theta(R)} - \langle D_w (q(R))\rangle_{p(q)} + R(w) \tag{2}$$

where $R(w)$ is a restraint for Lipschitz continuity[15]. Since the solution to Eq. 2 is arbitrary up to an additive constant, we also include a zero-level restraint in $R(w)$ so that $\langle D_w (q(R))\rangle_{V_\theta(R)} \approx 0$ (see SI for available forms of $R(w)$). On the other hand, once the discriminator is fixed, we can learn a bias potential $V_\theta (R)$ that reduces the EM distance by minimizing the following loss function (see SI for the derivation of Eq. 3):

$$L (\theta) = \left( \langle D_w (q(R)) - \langle D_w (q(R))\rangle_{V_\theta(R)} \rangle_{V_\theta(R)} \right) V_\theta(R) \tag{3}$$

where $\beta$ is the inverse temperature. We note here that Eqs. 2 and 3 bear intriguing similarity with the Actor-Critic (AC) algorithm[16], hence rendering TALOS an alternative interpretation in terms of reinforcement learning: Eq. 2 is parallel to the training of a critic which is used to approximate the value function of being in a state $q(R)$; whereas Eq. 3 is analogous to the policy gradient algorithm[17] for an actor who visits state $q(R)$ with a probability proportional to $exp(-\beta (H(R) + V_\theta (R)))$ in order to maximize the expected value $\langle D_w (q(R))\rangle_{V_\theta(R)}$ (see SI for more discussion). $L (w)$ indicates how close $P_\theta$ is to $P_{\text{target}}$, whereas $L (\theta)$ measures the negative of the expected reward $\langle D_w (q(R))\rangle$, thus both can be employed to monitor the training process. With this insight, one can develop variants of TALOS by defining other task-specific value functions and manipulate the Hamiltonian accordingly.
In order to fulfill a robust on-the-fly training, we exploit three techniques arising from deep learning: Mini-batch optimization[18], stochastic gradient decent (SGD)[19] and data augmentation[20], respectively. For TALOS, a mini-batch of data is collected by running a short MD trajectory and recording uncorrelated samples (Fig. 1), based on which we update parameters of the critic network and bias potential. To reduce the fluctuations in the estimated expectation value in Eq. (3) due to mini-batch sampling, it is necessary to perform parameter update with stochastic optimization methods such as Adam[21] (see SI for more information). Besides, it is useful to further reduce the fluctuations through data augmentation. Two approaches can be adopted to this end: 1) multi-agent exploration through parallel sampling as in multiple-walkers metadynamics[22], and 2) experience replay[23, 24] to make full use of deposited samples[25] (see SI for more information) hence reducing the cost for generating data. To guarantee the Nash equilibrium reachable, we adopt two-timescale updated rule (TTUR)[26]: to train $D_w$ with a higher rate than $V_0$, or equivalently, to train multiple rounds for the discriminator first, followed by one round for the bias potential, and repeat this alternating procedure (see Algorithm S1).

3 Results

We first tested TALOS on the Berezhkovskii-Szabo (BS) potential[27] which consists of two local minima separated by an energy barrier (Fig. 2a), for proof of concept and benchmark of performance. It has been revealed[27, 28] that $q^* = x \cos \phi + y \sin \phi$ (with the skewed angle $\phi = 32^\circ$) is an optimal linear reaction coordinate (Fig. 2a) to characterize the transitions between the two local minima, so we can directly employ $q^*$ as a 1D descriptor to define the target distribution and premise the bias potential. The target distribution follows a well-tempered (WT) form (Fig. 2b, see SI for more details). For bias potential, Legendre polynomials were chosen as basis functions (as in VES) whose expansion coefficients remained to be learned (Table S1), and the biased PMF can be numerically calculated once the expansion coefficients were obtained. We found that the loss function $\mathcal{L}(\theta)$ correlates well with the quality of the biased distribution hence can be used to check and control the training process of TALOS. The loss function reached a plateau after 30 to 40 iterations which serves as a stop sign for training, and the biased distribution indeed converged to the target one (Fig. 2c), demonstrating the feasibility and efficiency of our method. Besides, it is intriguing to find that the learning process of TALOS is highly interpretable in that TALOS dynamically updates the bias potential in a manner similar to metadynamics, although global basis functions are used instead of local Gaussian thus being more robust. The discriminator appears to be able to "feel" the difference between the target and current distributions so that the bias potential was changed to penalize where is over-sampled and encourage where is under-sampled (Figs. 2d and 2e).

The previous examples showed that TALOS works well when the target distribution and bias potential are based on the same space. However, in many real-world tasks, we may have some order parameters to distinguish different states, but have to enhance fluctuations of other degrees of freedom to boost the transitions; Or the target distribution is defined on a non-differentiable space, while we have to tune parameters on a differentiable space. In this respect, the ability of TALOS to construct bias potential on a space different from the one used to define the target distribution turns out to be very appealing, and we carried out two representative experiments over the same BS potential to test such property. In the first example (Case 1), we defined a WT target distribution over the 2D $(x, y)$ space but built bias potential only along the 1D $q^*$ defined as above. In the other example (Case 2), we defined a WT target distribution over the 1D $q^*$, but built bias potential on the 2D $(x, y)$ space instead. After training converged, we projected the original, target and biased distributions, respectively, onto $q^*$, and found that in both scenarios (Fig. S1a for Case 1 and S1b for Case 2), the learned bias potential drove the system to the desired distribution and flattened the PES (Fig. S1c for Case 1 and S1d for Case 2). However, noteworthy, the bias potentials in the two cases are quite different. The 1D bias potential (as commonly adopted in metadynamics and umbrella sampling) in Case 1 is rather crude (Fig. S1e), whereas in Case 2 the learned bias potential seems more reasonable and complementary to the original PES (Fig. S1f).

The interpretable learning process of TALOS to build high-dimensional bias potential given a target of different dimensions was also verified in an all-atom simulation of a $\text{S}_2\text{Cl}_2$ reaction of $\text{Cl}^- + \text{CH}_3\text{Cl} \rightarrow \text{CH}_3\text{Cl} + \text{Cl}^-$ (Fig. 3a) where the difference between the two C-Cl bond distances $q^* = d_1 - d_2$ is used as 1D descriptor (Fig. 3b) to define the target distribution (Fig. 3c) while a 2D bias potential of $(d_1, d_2)$ is constructed (see SI for more details). During training, the bias potential was lifted to compensate the extra time spent in the local minima. As a result, the system was driven to the predefined target distribution giving rise to faster chemical transitions (Fig. 3d) with a bias potential complementary to the original PES.
This observation leads to an intriguing question: How can we modify a PES *elegantly* in order to drive the system to a certain distribution, provided that in terms of mathematics, there are infinite ways to modify a high-dimensional PES into a desired low-dimensional distribution? Intuitively, it were ideal if we could find a way to impose minimal external work to drive the system into target distribution. This problem is closely related to the optimal transport and control theory[29, 30]. Noteworthy, Earth-Mover or Wasserstein-1 distance adopted in TALOS is intrinsically a solution to such kind of optimal transport problem[14]. From the perspective of physics, given the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, this problem can be translated as, if we could find a dimension, the fluctuation of which correlates best with the transitions of the concerned rare events. To physicists, such dimension is well known as reaction coordinate. Therefore, by virtual of TALOS, it is possible to find good RCs by learning the most economic way to build bias potential in order to boost the rare events (see SI for more discussion).

We tested this idea on the BS model system (Fig. 2a). The target distribution and bias potential are premised on a putative 1D RC \( \hat{q}(\phi) = \tanh(x \cos \phi + y \sin \phi) \), where the skewed angle \( \phi = 81.5^\circ \) from x-axis as a 1D descriptor to define the well-tempered target distribution (Fig. S2b). The bias potential was constructed on the 2D \( (x, y) \) space. Like previous examples, TALOS is able to drive the system to the target distribution (Fig. S2b) and spontaneously builds bias potential that complements to the original energy landscape (Fig. S2c), with an interpretable dynamic learning process (Fig. S2d): Although there is more than one timescale of transitions, TALOS still learns to penalize where has been over-sampled with positive bias potential, and encourage where is under-sampled with negative bias potential, and finally tweaks the system to the target distribution (Fig. S2b). In the second study, TALOS was applied to the all-atom MD simulation of alanine dipeptide in explicit water (Fig. 5a) to boost the configurational transitions of \( (\phi, \psi) \) torsional angles (Fig. 5b, see SI for more details). Two simulations were performed: in System A, TALOS was trained w.r.t. a 1D uniform target distribution \( o\phi \); whereas in System B, TALOS was trained w.r.t. a 2D uniform target distribution \( o(\phi, \psi) \). Both systems were boosted by a learned bias potential over 2D \( (\phi, \psi) \) space. The training process is remarkably efficient which leads to convergence less than 1 ns (Fig. S3), and finally flattens the \( (\phi, \psi) \) FES (Figs. 5c and 5d). In line with previous observations, no matter a 1D or 2D target distribution is used, TALOS is able to construct bias potentials complementary to the 2D \( (\phi, \psi) \)-FES (Fig. 5c) and achieves the defined target distribution. Particularly noteworthy, in System A where the target is defined solely along \( \phi \), the barrier along \( \psi \) will manifest as slow diffusion terms that hinder the transitions of \( \phi \). Therefore, TALOS manages to boost the transitions of \( \phi \) not only through lowering the free energy barrier but also by enhancing the diffusion along it. Such performance sets remarkable boundaries between TALOS and other conventional CV-based sampling methods (e.g. umbrella sampling, metadynamics etc.), and indeed reminds one of the merits of generalized-ensemble-based methods (e.g. replica exchange methods, integrated tempering sampling etc).

4 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we present TALOS as a new approach to boosting transitions of rare events. TALOS enables unsupervised modification to the PES in order to drive the system to a user-defined target distribution where the free energy barrier is lowered. Inspired by recent progress of deep unsupervised learning, TALOS casts the enhanced sampling problem as a competing game between a virtual discriminator and the sampling engine, and builds bias potential in order to reach the Nash equilibrium. Different from existing enhanced sampling methods, TALOS has an valuable and interpretable optimization target which can be used to monitor and
control the learning process. TALOS also benefits from state-of-the-art optimization techniques from deep learning community, thus being robust, efficient and computationally economic.

As one compelling feature, TALOS supports flexible choices of descriptors which are used to define the target distribution and the space used for building bias potential, so that one can enhance fluctuations of arbitrary degrees of freedom in order to achieve a certain user-defined distribution. This feature allows TALOS to boost rare events not only by reducing the free energy barrier but also by speeding up the diffusion along the chosen coordinates. Besides, since the loss function in TALOS approximates an optimal transport problem, TALOS may manage to drive the system to the target with minimal work. Such property renders TALOS potentiality to extract good low-dimensional RCs during the on-the-fly construction of bias potentials on a high dimensional space.

In addition to enhanced sampling, targeted adversarial learning can be a promising strategy for a wide range of applications. For instance, TALOS can be used to fit force field parameters with minimal adjustment that if we choose the target distribution to be that of the dihedral angles in the protein data bank, and regard the force field parameters of the MD engine as learnable parameters. Furthermore, since TALOS has a clear interpretation in terms of actor-critic reinforcement learning, one can simply devise other variants based on their own task-specific value functions. In this sense, the idea and theory behind TALOS open a door for physics community to embrace deep learning. Therefore, we expect the method, along with the theory and training protocol presented in this paper, to be appealing to a broad community in chemistry and physics.
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Figure 1: Illustration and workflow of targeted adversarial learning optimized enhanced sampling (TALOS). Target samples are drawn from a target distribution defined on a descriptor space \( q \), meanwhile a real sampler (MD engine) parallely generates samples based on the Hamiltonian modified by bias potential \( V_\theta (R) \). A virtual discriminator (neural network) \( D_w \) is trained to approximate the earth-mover distance between target and biased samples, and feedback to train the bias potential \( V_\theta (R) \).
Figure 2: (a) 2D BS potential energy surface and the optimal linear RC \( q^* = x \cos \phi + y \sin \phi \) \((\phi = 32^\circ)\). (b) Original distribution (blue solid) and the target distribution (orange dotted) defined on \( q^* \). (c) The loss function \( \mathcal{L}(\theta) \) is plotted against training iterations. (d) Minibatch of biased MD samples (trajectories) projected on \( q^* \) at different training iterations. (e) The learned bias potential (upper panels) and the effective biased PMF (orange lines in lower panels) at different training iterations. Original PMF (blue lines in lower panels) is plotted for comparison.
Figure 3: (a) Enhanced sampling of a symmetric S_N2 reaction, Cl^- + CH_3Cl ←→ CH_3Cl + Cl^- . The two C–Cl bond distances (d_1, d_2) are chosen as variables to build bias potential, and an optimal linear RC q^* = d_1 - d_2 to define the target distribution. (b) The 2D PMF over (d_1, d_2) space and the illustration of q^*. (c) The distribution of q^* for the reactant (blue), product (orange) and the interpolated target distribution (grey). (d) Minibatch of biased MD samples (trajectories) projected on d_1 (blue) and d_2 (orange) at different training iterations. (e) The learned 2D bias potential at different training iterations.
Figure 4: Adaptive learning of reaction coordinate. (a) Value of the skewed angle \( \phi \) for the BS potential plotted against training iterations, where \( q(\phi) = \tanh(x \cos \phi + y \sin \phi) \) is used to define the target and bias potential. Theoretical optimal value is shown in grey dashed line. (b) The converged 1D bias potential (upper panel) and biased PMF (orange line in lower panel) along the learned \( q^* \) for the BS potential. Original PMF (blue line in lower panel) is plotted for comparison.
Figure 5: (a) Enhanced sampling of Ala2, where the torsional angles \((\phi, \psi)\) are slowly changing variables leading to configurational transitions, based on which we built bias potentials. (b) The original 2D PMF over \((\phi, \psi)\) space. (c) For system A, a uniform 1D target distribution is defined along \(\phi\) (grey dashed), and the converged biased distribution projected is shown in red solid line. (d) For system B, the converged 2D biased distribution learned according to a uniform 2D target distribution defined over \((\phi, \psi)\). (e) The learned 2D bias potentials in System A (upper panel) and System B (lower panel), respectively.